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Break -even Analysis of Durum Wheat Varieties: Price vs. Yield

James Wade

INTRODUCTION

The selection of an appropriate wheat variety involves many important agronomic and economic
factors. Agronomic and genetic factors determine the expected yield of a particular variety but combined
with economic factors they also determine the expected profit. For durum wheat varieties to be marketed at
a premium price, the trade -off among varietal characteristics is extremely important. High protein content
is an important marketing asset for wheat in pasta and related markets. However, not all durum wheat
varieties are equal in protein content or potential yields and profits. Buyers often pay premium prices for
high protein varieties to compensate growers for expected lower yields. Clearly, a trade -off exists between
the offered price and the expected yield. A higher offered price does not mean higher profits.

METHOD

A simple, yet powerful, method for assessing the trade -offs between yield and price for alternate
varieties is a break -even analysis. A break -even yield analysis determines the yield above which a grower
will make a profit for a specified price. A break- even price analysis determines a price above which a
grower makes a profit at a specified yield.

The profit relationship for growing an acre of wheat is

EXPECTED NET RETURNS = PRICE X EXPECTED YIELD -- OPERATIONS COST

where OPERATIONS COST = SEEDING RATE X PRICE OF SEED
+ OTHER PREHARVEST COST
+ COMBINING COST
+ HAULING RATE X EXPECTED YIELD.

PRICE X EXPECTED YIELD is expected gross revenue and OPERATIONS COST consists of four
items; seed cost, other preharvest cost, combining cost and hauling cost. Since this comparison requires
exactly the same equipment compliment and overhead costs, no fixed cost need be included. All yields and
costs are expressed on a per acre basis. OTHER PREHARVEST COST and COMBINING COST are
essentially equal for all varieties, at least over the relatively small range of EXPECTED YIELDS noted
among varieties. HAULING COST vary by the yield and is priced per hundred pounds hauled with a
HAULING RATE for each variety. SEED COST may also vary by variety, since the PRICE OF SEED
differs by variety.

The break -even price for a variety is the price at which profits are exactly zero. Solving the
EXPECTED NET RETURNS equation above gives,

BREAK -EVEN PRICE = TOTAL OPERATIONS COST
EXPECTED YIELD

where OPERATIONS COST and EXPECTED YIELD are based on the expected yield of the variety.
The break -even yield for a variety is the yield at which profits are exactly zero,

BREAK -EVEN YIELD = OPERATIONS COST - EXPECTED HAULING COST.
EXPECTED PRICE - HAULING RATE

HAULING COST is the HAULING RATE X EXPECTED YIELD for each variety.
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Computing the break -even price and break -even yield for various varieties provides the essential
information needed for a decision about the appropriate variety to grow or about negotiations for price. If
the EXPECTED PRICE exceeds the BREAK -EVEN PRICE, the variety is profitable. Otherwise, it is not
profitable. If the EXPECTED YIELD exceeds the BREAK -EVEN YIELD the variety is profitable.
Otherwise, it is not. Each variety is evaluated on its own merit for profitability. However, using the
information available, EXPECTED NET RETURNS can be computed for each variety and compared for
relative profitability.

A direct comparison of two or more varieties is possible by comparing the EXPECTED NET
RETURNS of the varieties. Since prices are often stated in terms of premiums for one variety over another
at contracting time, it is helpful to state price comparisons that would create an equal profits or net returns.

Thus, MINIMUM PRICE PREMIUM =

HIGHEST NET RETURNS - NET RETURNS OF VARIETY.
VARIETY EXPECTED YIELD

Similarly, MINIMUM YIELD DIFFERENCE =

HIGHEST NET RETURNS - NET RETURNS OF VARIETY.
VARIETY OFFER PRICE

A COMPARISON

Using yield data provided by Dr. Mike Ottman, Extension Plant Scientist, a break -even comparison
was made of two popular durum wheat varieties, WPB 881 and Aldura. The results are shown in Figure 1
for prices quoted at the beginning of the 1985 -86 crop year. WPB 881 has high protein content but its yields
are approximately 15% below those of Aldura. Buyers offered an initial price of approximately $6.00 /cwt
while existing market prices where nearer $5.50 /cwt, a premium of about $10.00/ton. Premiums were later
increased to attract more growers.

The trade -off between price and yield clearly needed to be considered in the variety selection process.
Figure 1 shows the results of the analysis using 1985 operations costs from the 1985 Arizona Field Crop
Budget, Pinal County, by Dr. Scott Hathorn, Extension Economist. WPB 881 has a break -even price of
about $6.44 /cwt, well above the price offered. Aldura on the other hand had a break -even price of about
$5.13 /cwt, below its expected price of $5.50 /cwt. At the prices and yields specified, WPB 881 is not
profitable and Aldura is profitable. A yield of 4576 lbs/acre is required for WPB 881 to be profitable at the
specified price of $6.00 /cwt. A premium of $17.73/ton for WPB 881 was required to make the two varieties
equal in profitability, or a minimum yield difference of 601 lbs /acre.
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Figure 1: Break-even Analysis for Wheat Varieties

Item Units Variety 1 Variety 2

Variety Name WPB 881 Aldura
Variety Price Offered $ /CWT $6.00 $5.50
Farm Average Yield LBS /ACRE 5000 5000
Expected Yield Deviation % 81.40% 100.00%

Seed Price $ /CWT $19.00 $14.00
Seeding Rate LBS /ACRE 150 150

Other Preharvest Cost $ /ACRE $215.85 $215.85
Harvest Cost

Combining Cost $ /ACRE $7.88 $7.88
Cost of Hauling $ /CWT $0.238 $0.238

Expected Gross Revenue $ /ACRE $244.20 $275.00
Seed Cost $ /ACRE $28.50 $21.00
Other Preharvest Cost $ /ACRE $215.85 $215.85
Harvest Cost $ /ACRE $17.57 $19.78

Total Operations Cost $ /ACRE $261.92 $256.63
Exp'd Net Revenue/ Oper. Cost $ /ACRE ($17.72) $18.37
Variety Price Offered $ /CWT $6.00 $5.50
Break -even Price $ /CWT $6.44 $5.13
Expected Variety Yield LBS /ACRE 4070 5000
Break -even Yield LBS /ACRE 4546 4877
Min. Premium Req. Equal Profit $/TON $17.73 $0.00
Min. Yield Diff. Equal Profit LBS /ACRE 601 0

CONCLUSIONS

A simple technique is available to aid in decision -making when comparing varieties of durum wheat.
The use of break -even analysis for prices and yields provides some insight for pricing contracts on specific
varieties of durum wheat. The techniques obviously apply for other crops as well. The analytical tools
described in this report are in a computer spreadsheet using LOTUS -123 available from the Department of
Agricultural Economics, The University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721.
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